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'For the sitting room or where 
you have an expansive window,' 
says Lucy Barlow, 'maximise 
your budget without 
compromising on style by 
bordering a less expensive, 
good-quality linen curtain 
with a more exp ensive, 
elaborately patterned fab ric.' 
barlowandbarlow.com 

8 ( (J/01 tr jJOjJ 
'A bold colour choice can really elevate a design scheme, 
especially in a small bedroom,' reveals Tiffany Duggan. 

'Focus it on one area - a headboard or a bed cover - to pack 
a statement style punch.' studioduggan.com 

home inspiration 

l Buv ·l c 1u ti vou loL 'C 
' If you find a fabric that love but 
can't afford it, don't go for a cheaper 
alternative,' says Nina Campbell. 'Cover 
large pieces in a plain colour, and use 
the fabric you love on a chair or a cushion. 
Having a sofa made up is expensive, and 
ifthe fabric is second best to you, you'll 
only regret it.' ninacampbe//interiors.com 

/ling llzc 
'When wantlng to refresh a roorri" without 
spending too much, remember even the 
smallest changes can have an impact,' 
says Tricia Guild. 'Follow the seasons: layer 
rugs in winter, and in summer, hang crisp 
linen at the windows.' designersgui/d.com 

(j Sca1rlz 011l L1i1zlapp 
'The Edition 94 in South Kensington, 
London, is a treasure trove of vintage 
furniture,' reveals Beata Heuman. 'The 
founder, India Whalley, has a great eye for 
one-off designs. I love the vintage side 
tables she finds and then hand-lacquers 
in bold colours.' beataheuman.com 
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'To make the budget stretch further,' 
says Sophie Coller, 'we look to the high 
street for hidden gems and keep an eye 
out for interesting collaborations. A 
recent find was Sebastian Cox's bedside 
table for Made.' kitesgrove.com >> 
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room, try to hide as many utilities as 
possible,' says Martin Brudnizki. 'I have 
a wall of bu ilt-in cupboards, which 
I've covered with framed botanical 

.9 DrlLJJC a cloth 
'We adore a cloth-covered table,' says 
Nicole Salvesen, 'and it's a really useful 
p iece when you need to squirrel away 
things beneath the cover. It's possible to 
do both a traditional and contemporary 
treatment of these, too, so they work in 
any number of room styles and uses.' 
sa/vesengraham.com 
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'For projects with tighter budgets,' says 
Rebecca Leivars, 'I recommend John 
Pye Auctions. They have contracts to sell 
unsold or slightly damaged stock from 
high street retailers. It's on line and you can 
pick up a sofa or a full bathroom suite for 
a fraction of its original price.' /eivars.com 
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'Use plants wherever you can,' advises 
Katie Cox. 'Collect unusual planters -
zinc buckets are great for an inexpensive 
rustic touch, but you can use just 
about anything to add a touch of 
greenery to any space in your home.' 
haminteriors.com 

12 JJfa1 z storaor 
'Being creative with storage the 
room to feel larger and brighter, but also 
allows all the intended finishes in the room 
to come to life and have their own identity,' 
suggests Philippa Thorp. thom.co.uk 
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\) 'We often source and 

collaborate with Studio27, One 
Brick Lane and The Restoration,' 
reveals Caz Myers. 'All three 
companies specialise in upscaling 
mid-century pieces to add warmth, 
colour and individuality, while still 
respecting the original design 
and being mindful of budget.' 
cazmyers.com 
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'Investigate buying internat ionally as 
well as from the UK market,' shares 
Irene Gunter. 'Try looking in the US 
for furniture; the Netherlands for 
amazing tapware; and Germany 
for appliances.' gunterandco.com 

home inspiration 
17. JccC')SOJ'iSc 
To avoid spending a huge amount on 
decorating, dress a bedroom with plain 
fabrics and focus on accessories,' advises 
Penny Morrison. pennymorrison com 

18 I lat'<' a <fuoz<rc to> 
'My tip is to reimagine pieces you already 
own,' advises Nicola Harding. 'This will 
conserve the budget for special pieces. A 
tired piece of furniture can be transformed 
when placed differently or used in a 
different way.' nicolabardjng com 

1.9 
'Aged brass is big news at the moment, 
and it's easy to update the surface 
appearance rather than buying new,' says 
Roselind Wilson. roselindwilsondesign.com 

Unhned blinds In the 
bathi oom of Emly 
Todh..mtr's home 


